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Calling all students
Simone Gash, a sophomore fashion merchandising major, urges
students to pick up their copies of the 1997 Warbler Yearbook
Tuesday in the Library Quad.
University appoints group
to compile list of peers
By JUSTIN KMITCH
and DEANA POOLE
Staff writers
Editor’s note: This is the second
story in a series of four examining
the benchmarking process.
At the request of the
President’s Council, an eight-
member advisory group was
formed to compile a list of 20
peer institutions which Eastern
will compare the cost
effectiveness and performance of
departments.
In Fall 1996, each vice
president submitted names of
people who would serve as
representatives on the peer
advisory group.
The concept of Eastern using
the benchmarking process began
in November 1996 during the
advisory group’s first meeting.
“Benchmarking has always
been done by a select few
departments over the years, but
(Eastern’s) President (David)
Jorns has now made
benchmarking mandatory,” said
Julia Abell, administrative
assistant for planning and
institutional affairs. 
The advisory group members
include Abell; Lida Wall, dean of
College of Sciences; Ted Ivarie,
dean of the College of Business
and Applied Sciences; Bill
Weber, professor of economics;
Kim Furumo, director of
budgeting; Dave Henard,
associate vice president for
information technology services;
Shirley Stewart, director of
student services; and Bill
Schnackel, director of University
Housing and Dining Services.
According to the Peer Selection
Advisory Report, the advisory
members chose the National
Center for Higher Education
Management Systems
comparison group selection
service to aid in the selection of
peer institutions. The selection
service is designed to aid
universities in identifying others
which are similar in mission to be
used in comparative analysis. 
“Eastern chose to go with an
established data base (NCHEMS)
that could help us assemble the
peer list that met our criteria,”
said Abell.
The CGSS consists of two
primary components. The first
consists of a large database
containing indicator variables on
each of more than 3,500 higher
education institutions. 
The indicator database contains
variables covering institutional
characteristics, faculty, finance,
degrees awarded, enrollments,
and other miscellaneous data, the
report stated.
The second component of the
Eight more
chances
JOHN BATES/Staff photographer
Angharad Valdivia, a professor at the University of Illinois, addresses
a crowd on the issues Latina women face in pop culture Tuesday
night in the Charleston-Mattoon Room in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Negative stereotypes
hurts Latina image
By SARAH REYNOLDS
Staff writer
Latinas are seen as self-negating
mothers and hyper-sexual women
in motion pictures, a speaker said
Tuesday night to an audience of
about 80 people.
Angharad Valdivia, a professor
at the University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana, said this
stereotype degrades the image of
the Latina woman.
“The trashy Latina women make
the other women in the movie
seem more classy and more
likable.” Valdivia said. “The Latina
woman is the foil for the white
woman’s story to proceed.”
Valdivia displayed her point by
examining actress Rosie Perez,
who is the only Latina woman to
receive a nomination for an
Academy Award.
She showed several movie clips
with Perez in them and analyzed
how each of her characters shared
common traits.
“Rosie always plays a
hypersexual, working-class
bombshell,” Valdivia said. “She
always wears big hoop earrings
and has big hair. Also, she dances
By AMY THON
Staff writer
The registration office will add
eight phone lines to the touch tone
registration system for fall
semester 1998.
The decision was made as a
result of the work done by Student
Vice President for Academic
Affairs Sarah Bordenkircher and
the office of registration.
“When I came into office for
Technology committee is redefined
By DEANA POOLE
Administration editor
A formal motion to form a faculty
advisory committee was not made
Tuesday because the Faculty Senate
was informed of a revamping of the
Academic Technology Advisory
Committee.
“The committee had not been
very active and it was not very
diverse in composition,” said Gail
Richard, Faculty Senate chair. “That
was completely revamped. Their
role is anticipated to increase and
meet more frequently.”
Senate member John Allison, who
had proposed the motion last week,
said the motion was unnecessary if
the Academic Technology Advisory
Committee plans to be more
involved in the university’s
technology.
“I was concerned this group has
been largely defunked,” Allison
said.
The committee’s responsibilities
include the student technology fee,
integrating technology into the
curriculum, coordinator of planning
for related technologies and support
of academic majors.
According to the committee’s
Benchmarking has always been done by a select few
departments over the years, but President Jorns has
now made benchmarking mandatory.”
-Julia Abell,
administrative assistant for planning 
and institutional affairs 
“
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academic affairs, it was one of
my main goals to improve touch-
tone registration,” Bordenkircher
said.
She said she came up with the
idea the first time she registered
for her classes as a freshman.
“For the number of students
we have here at Eastern, the
number of lines was inefficient,”
Bordenkircher said.
The additional lines and better
technology will allow for faster
services during registration,
Bordenkircher said.
Dave Sardella, director for
registration, said one reason the
Registration Office decided to
increase the number of phone
lines was to keep up with  other
universities. Other universities
have more phone lines available
to students during registration,
he said.
The administration depart-
ment worked with the registrar,
Mike Taylor, to decide on the
addition of phone lines. Sardella
said the decision was probably
made during the spring semester
of last year.
“It is my understanding that
there will be eight (phone lines)
and they will  be installed in
March, prior to fall registration,”
Sardella said.
Currently,  the touch tone
phone registration system has 22
lines available for students.
There is also an additional 30
cue lines. The cue system places
calls in order as callers wait for
an available line, Sardella said.
The current system allows 52
people to be in the system at one
time.
Sardella was unsure of the
cost involved in this addition.
EIGHT from page one
TECHNOLOGY from page one
bylaws the committee “shall pro-
vide a forum for the communica-
tions regarding general technolo-
gy initiatives taking place in the
academic areas.”
Terry Weidner, vice president
for academic affairs, and Morgan
Olsen, vice president for busi-
ness affairs,  act as ex-office
members of the committee.
The committee members
include, Peter Hesterman, profes-
sor of music; Hank Davis, pro-
fessor of business; Brian Reid,
representative of the school uni-
versity partnerships; Nackil
Sung, library services faculty
representatives; Jim Bruehler,
assistant professor of economics;
Dana Ringuette, chair of the
English department; Joan Henn,
associate professor of mathemat-
ics; Reed Benedict, associate
professor of sociology/anthropol-
ogy; Mary Wohlrabe, professor
of journalism; Les Hyder, chair
of the journalism department;
Yunus Kathawala, professor of
computer and operations man-
agement; Mahmood Butt, profes-
sor of secondary education and
foundation, Alan Baharlou, chair
of the geology/geography depart-
ment; Ted Ivarie, dean of
Lumpkin College of Applied
Sciences; Jim Johnson, dean of
the College of Arts and
Humanities; Allen Lanham, dean
of library services; Brian
Anderson, graduate student;
Keith Cosentino, Student Senate
member; Bill Witsman, acting
director of Academic
Computing; Floyd Hoedebecke,
assistant director of Information
Technology Services; David
Henard, associate vice president
for Information Technology
Services; and Patricia Fewell,
coordinator of distance learning.
A memorandum from Eastern
President David Jorns regarding
the role of Instructional Support
Specialists was distributed to
senate members.
“I certainly think we’ve gotten
them thinking,” said James
Tidwell,  Faculty Senate vice
chair. “If this plan is passed we
need to keep their feet to the fire
and make sure it works.”
Jorns stated the qualifications
of the support specialists should
emphasize “on skills and experi-
ence which will allow the posi-
tions to contribute to and enable
the integration of technology into
the classroom, rather than techni-
cal expertise in network installa-
tion, hardware repair and soft-
ware trouble-shooting which can
be provided through User
Services.”
He said the specialists will do
initial computer trouble-shooting
and if problems persist will con-
sult other college specialists or
contact User Services.
Jorns stated the salaries will be
paid for with $50,000 in planning
money, which will be divided
equally among each of the five
colleges. Academic Affairs will
also receive $550,000 for aca-
demic equipment and microcom-
puter replacement. Any remain-
ing money can be distributed for
the specialists’ salaries.
“A person has to be paid
$50,000 to $60,000 to get the
type of person we want,” Tidwell
said. “If we don’t get the type of
person, this whole thing isn’t
going to work.”
The Instructional Technology
Support Plan was proposed at the
Aug. 26 senate meeting by Jorns
and Weidner in response to the
senate’s recommendations on
Academic Computing.
Under the plan, Academic
Computing will be renamed to
User Services and be responsible
for the university’s mainframe
and student e-mail. Each college
is then required to hire an
Information Technology
Specialist to address needs out-
side of User Services.
In other Senate business: 
■ Richard said Weidner and
Olsen said they plan to hold a
meeting to determine what type
of input faculty want in terms of
the university’s technology.
n Senate members also selected
Eastern’s constitutional plan as
the focus for the annual faculty
forum.
■ The forum will be held at 2
p.m. either Oct. 14 or 21. A loca-
tion of the forum is being sought
by Richard.
■ The topic was selected to gath-
er information and advise the
president regarding the bench-
marking process and determine
whether an assessment of consti-
tutional planning is needed.
■ The senate will request Jorns,
Julie Abell, administrative assis-
tant for planning and institutional
affairs, and a representative from
the Council of Chairs to be pre-
sent to inform participants in
regards to the benchmarking pro-
cess.
■ Members also chose the forum
to focus on the “erosion of jour-
nal holdings” in Booth Library
and the “contingency plans being
developed for the library con-
struction.”
■ The senate is requesting
Lanham attend a senate meeting
prior to the forum to answer
questions regarding the library.
If this plan is passed
we need to keep their
feet to the fire and make sure
it works.”
- James Tidwell, 
Faculty Senate vice chair
“
UNIVERSITY from page one
CGSS is a set of software pro-
grams designed to condense over
3,500 universities in the indicator
database down to a usable list for
Eastern.
The program uses a set of crite-
ria supplied by Eastern to deter-
mine which universities appear on
the possible comparison list and
their relative rankings within the
compiled list. The comparison list
typically includes at least 100 uni-
versities and each is assigned a
ranking based on criteria used.
A peer institution is a university
that is similar in mission, role, and
scope and must meet the same
selection criteria. 
“Eastern has considered public,
non-land grant and non-medical
schools to be very important
selection variables,” Abell said. 
In addition to the selection cri-
teria form, a weighting criteria
form was completed to rank the
remaining institutions. The
weighting process determines the
ordering of the comparison
groups’ listing and influences
which institutions will be selected
for the final group of peer institu-
tions.
The peer institutions were
selected based upon the number of
full-time enrolled students, full-
time faculty, percent of students
earning bachelors, and percent of
students earning masters as impor-
tant criteria.
The final process narrows the
list of possible peer institutions
down to twenty schools. Once the
field was narrowed, the advisory
group worked to develop a com-
mon survey that would be sent to
all twenty of the peer institutions. 
The survey addressed areas in
Academic Affairs, Library
Services, Student Services,
Computer Technology, Business
Affairs and Facilities. 
The survey further analyzed
the individual institution’s data to
determine if any of the remaining
twenty universities were not
acceptable as peers to Eastern.
NEGATIVE from page one
in many of the movies.”
Valdivia said other Latina stereo-
types include a wild temper, having
many children and wearing bright
clothes. She said Latina actresses
generally play roles in story plots
where the Latina woman dies or is
in a bad relationship that does not
get resolved.
Valdivia said movies portray
Latina women negatively because
they fear them because their popu-
lation is growing and they cannot
be ignored. Valdivia said a recent
movie starring Salma Hayek and
Matthew Perry was a breakthrough
for Latina women.
“‘Fools Rush In’ is such a great
movie for Latina women because
she ends up with the guy and
happy – she is not dead or alone,”
Valdivia said.
She said that although the movie
is a breakthrough for Latinas, the
stereotypes are still prevalent.
“Even with this movie, Latina
women seen as hypersexual bomb-
shells will continue to exist.”
Valdivia’s speech titled, “Latinas
in Hollywood” was held in con-
junction with Latino Heritage
Month.
Student  Senate  Speaker
Erin Weed will be giving the
state of the senate address
tonight  a t  7  p .m.  in  the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Mart in  Luther  King Jr.
University Union.
Weed said she decided to
give the speech because many
senate members are new. She
said she wants the senate to
concentra te  on making
changes that are beneficial for
students.
The senate also will make
appointments to the Inter-col-
legia te  Athle t ic  Advisory
Board, Campus Recreation
Board and Student
Publication Board.
Senate speaker to
give yearly address
Eastern has consid-
ered public, non-land
grant  and non-medical
schools to be very important
selection variables.” 
-Julia Abell, administrative
assistant for planning and
institutional affairs 
“
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By JUSTIN KMITCH
Staff writer
After a long, hard season, the Charleston
Chudwahs, under the leadership of
Eastern’s philosophy professor Grant
Sterling, are the new champions of Major
League Baseball. 
Well, almost. The Chudwahs are the new
champions of the Charleston Continuous
Baseball League (CCBL). The CCBL is a
fantasy league operated from a personal
computer in Charleston. The Chudwahs is
the name of a team owned by Sterling, who
actually owned both teams that played in
the World Series. 
“My American League team was the
stronger of the two teams, but I was rooting
for my National League squad because I
liked the players better,” Sterling said. 
Fantasy Baseball is a hobby practiced by
baseball enthusiasts across the country.
Sterling has been participating in leagues
for more than 10 years. He was turned on to
the idea after playing baseball board games
as a young boy. 
“When I saw that I could play over the
computer, I had to check it out,” Sterling
said.
He now participates in four or five fanta-
sy baseball leagues a year, and this year, he
also decided to try a football league as well.
Sterling said the CCBL is run by a friend
of his and the cost to own a team is approxi-
mately $25. The season consists of 162
games plus playoff games. Members of the
league participate in 15 games a week.
The owners of the teams make manageri-
al decisions, such as how they want their
team to play before the games begin. The
play itself is done on an inning by inning
basis at one of the players’ homes.
The tournament consists of 20 teams. Ten
teams are made up of members from the
American League, and 10 teams contain
members of the National League. The 20
teams are owned and operated by 14 differ-
ent owners. 
“You can’t have too many teams because
the talent will be stretched thinner, and
more teams will be forced to play with poor
players,” Sterling said.
Once owners are established, numbers
are drawn from a hat and the draft order is
established. The owners then take turns
selecting their favorite Major League
Baseball players to fill their team rosters. 
“Selecting rosters is fun because every-
one goes into the draft with different strate-
gies,” Sterling said. “I tried to balance out
my roster so every one of my players had a
different skill.” 
Once rosters are completed, the owner
must plug stats and other managerial deci-
sions into the computer. After the informa-
tion is entered, it’s time to “Play Ball!”
Sterling said he believes fantasy baseball
can be a popular hobby on Eastern’s cam-
pus.
“It’s surprising how many people com-
pete in some sort of fantasy leagues. Even
football and hockey fantasy leagues are
growing in popularity,” he said.
He said starting your own league is pretty
easy. 
“All you need are a few dedicated,
knowledgeable people, and a fun computer
program that fits your needs.”
COLIN LANNING/Staff photographer
Grant Sterling, a philosophy professor, sits next his trophy for winning the Charleston
Continuous Baseball League Championship.
Fantasy baseball league
takes the championship
ANNA BETZELBERGER/Assoc. photo editor
From left, Lisa Rainey, a freshman elementary education major; Melissa Figler, a fresh-
man speech pathology major; and Jen Gugliotta, a junior elementary education major,
collect their t-shirts from Jamie Mausberg, a Kappa Delta member from the University of
Illinois, Sunday afternoon in the Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
Kappa Delta, Eastern’s newest sorority, is
expecting to fill its maximum amount of
possible members by the end of the week as
a result of their colonization rush this past
weekend.
Rebecca Ayer, a national representative
and chapter development consultant for
Kappa Delta, is on campus through May to
help establish the new chapter. She said the
sorority filled 117 of 120 positions they had
open during their rush, and are expecting to
fill the final three this week. 
A total of 175 women actually showed
interest in joining, she said. In the
Panhellenic Council rush, three of eight
sororities did not meet their quota of 58
women, said Rebecca Marushak, the assis-
tant director of student life/greek affairs.
Marushak attributed the high turnout dur-
ing Kappa Delta’s rush to a large demand
for membership in sororities and this being
the group’s first year at Eastern.
“It’s overwhelming for me personally to
see so many women come out and want to
start something,” Ayer said. 
Because all of the members of Kappa
Delta are new this year, Marushak and Ayer
both said they believe the sorority attracted
different types of women than ones who
participated in the normal Panhellenic
Council rush.
Marushak added a variety of women,
ranging from freshmen to seniors, all joined
the sorority.
Marushak also said the new sorority
should help relieve some of the demand for
spots in sororities. The sorority was origi-
nally brought in by Eastern’s Panhellenic
Council because of large numbers of
women participating in rush.
“(It) most definitely alleviates a portion
of the necessity for additional sororities,”
Marushak said.
Now that Kappa Delta has almost com-
pleted its quota, Ayer said they will go
through their pledge education process,
which takes about six to eight weeks. She
said she is hoping to get the sorority offi-
cially installed at Eastern by the end of this
semester or start of spring semester.
“Our immediate goal is to get them accli-
mated to the greek system and  Kappa Delta
as quickly as possible,” Ayer said.
Kappa Delta expecting fill sorority
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“The byproduct is sometimes morevaluable than the product.
– Havelock Ellis
English physician (1859-1939)
today’s quote
Cougill doesn’t pass Eastern’s ‘bar’ exam
After the Student Senate elected Erin Weed as itsspeaker, her idea to produce a video explaining
recycling at Eastern seemed a project destined not
to reach the planning stages. 
But more than a year and $1,500 later, the senate,
with equal help from the Housing Office and the
university’s recycling committee, has finished the
video, a decent, informative explanation of what
can be recycled and how to recycle it.
Doug Stepansky, recy-
cling chair for the senate,
picked up the ball during
the spring semester, and
joining Allan Rathe, Eastern’s recycling-committee
chair, helped secure funding for the production,
which clocks in at four minutes, 21 seconds – offer-
ing more than enough leeway for even the shortest
of attention spans.
They contracted Eastern’s student-operated TV
station, WEIU, to film the video, a task completed
in time for this semester. Currently, they are waiting
for copies of the video so it can be used by the
Housing Office, coordinators of freshman orienta-
tions and whoever else wants to use it. Stepansky
said he has already received requests.
A price tag of $1,500 to create such a short video
(do the math: almost $350 per minute) is surpris-
ingly inexpensive by industry standards, according
to Dan Mount, the WEIU producer who oversaw
the shooting and editing of the video. Compared to
some other television stations and production com-
panies out of Champaign, which charge as much as
$175 to $200 per hour, Mount said, Rathe and
Stepansky got a pretty good deal with WEIU’s $85-
per-hour production rate.
For example, Working Pictures, a professional
production company in Champaign, would charge
about $100 per hour for the camera shooting for a
similar project, plus $75 per hour afterward for
editing and graphics work, according to co-owner
Jack James.
The video is worth the money if it is properly
used to educate the students, who have technically
paid for most of it. Student fees fund the Student
Senate’s budget, students pay for university hous-
ing and the Eastern recycling committee makes its
money by selling the recyclable materials it col-
lects.
The video provides a good overview of Eastern’s
program, a much needed service for a university
lagging behind state recycling standards.
Editorial
To the editor:
For the first time this year, I found
myself excited to read The Daily
Eastern News. Like most people, I only
read the paper in times of extreme
boredom. If no one ever had to eat
lunch alone, The News would be in dire
shape.
But the Sept. 23 edition really got
my attention. It wasn’t the editorial
bemoaning the evils of dialing 911 by
accident then hanging up that interested
me. Nor was it the standard college
politics, which not even the person
writing it cares about. 
I could care less what the Student
Senate or the Board of Trustees or the
Food Circus Lifers Association pro-
pose, enforce or debate; I just care that
my first class is in 20 minutes, I didn’t
even crawl to the shower yet and I’ve
got two days to read a novel I haven’t
even started. 
But school politics?! I don’t care
who the Eastern president is or how
much he raises tuition; what’s the dif-
ference if I’m paying off loans until
I’m 30 or 32? 
You want to raise student fees? Go
right ahead. Give the teachers a raise?
Hell, give the janitors a bonus, too;
they’re probably the hardest-working
people on campus anyway. I don’t like
President David Jorns simply because
he puts his administrative offices in the
coolest building on campus and rele-
gates me to Coleman Hall.
Dejected, I turned to the front page,
and there it was: “Carman Hall fire
causes evacuation.” That’s what this
town needs: real hard news. 
Students need to start misbehaving,
and the paper needs to cover these vio-
lations of common decency. That’s
good reading. I want to read about peo-
ple climbing to the top of Old Main and
urinating on passing traffic or drunk
students flashing old ladies.
I’m glad no one was hurt in this fire,
but it’s a good start. We need more of
that stuff around here. 
Its causes were innocent enough; no
psycho with a gas can yelling, “Burn,
baby, burn!” Probably a student with
disco lights, strobe lights, black lights,
refrigerators and high-powered stereos
all plugged into the same outlet. (It
turns out it was a malfunctioning fan.) 
Since that person’s room number
was printed in the paper, she might feel
a bit stupid, but I thank that person.
This is what we need around here. I
want to see people running out
wrapped in towels; I want to see fresh-
man girls in their underwear jumping
off the roof. I want to see drunk people
stumbling home looking really con-
fused, paranoid, stoned people thinking
it’s all their fault.
I don’t want anyone to get hurt. I just
want a little excitement.Mark Davenport
junior history major
your turnForget college politics;give the readers fires,
violence, excitement
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougillmay have been taking too
much credit when he stated in the
Sept. 19 edition The Daily Eastern
News that the increase in the city’s
bar-entry age has raised Eastern’s
academic standards.
The bar-entry age was increased
in the summer of 1994. The admis-
sions requirements for the then-
incoming freshman who should
now be seniors, or at least in their
fourth year at the university, stated
they must have graduated in the upper half of their high
school class and have an ACT score of at least 18, or they
must rank in the upper three-fourths of their high school grad-
uating class and have at least a 22 ACT score. Transfer stu-
dents must have a 2.0 cumulative grade point average on a
4.0 scale.
The requirements for this year’s incoming freshmen, after
three years, is slightly higher. Students must rank in the upper
quarter of their high school class and have at least an ACT
score of 18, rank in the top half of their class and have a mini-
mum ACT score of 19 or rank in the upper three-fourths of
their high school class with a 22 ACT score. Transfer students
still must have a 2.0 cumulative grade point average on a 4.0
scale.
Academic admission standards have gone up a tad. Does
this make Eastern the greatest academic institution of the
nation? No.
According to Cougill, that slight change in the admission
standards has somehow made Eastern the school it is today.
“I think it’s great that we don’t have a party-school image,”
Cougill said in the Sept. 19 edition.
In fact, he insinuated that the
change in the bar-entry age that has
changed the admissions standards
also has changed Eastern’s image
from a party school to a good aca-
demic school.
There seems to be little logic to
how the city council’s changing
the bar-entry age to Eastern
becoming a greater academic insti-
tution.
As Vice President for Academic
Affairs Terry Weidner put it, there is about as much correla-
tion between the bar-entry age increase in Charleston and the
increased standards at Eastern as there is a correlation
between the academic standards at Eastern and the number of
males born in England.
Weidner said the two events happened at the same time but
were in no way related. In fact, he said he had never given the
coincidence of the two events occurring at the same time any
thought.
Although Cougill would like to take credit for increasing
our admissions standards and hopefully giving the university
a more credible reputation than just a “party school,” he can-
not claim any influence over the university.
Eastern may have increased its bar-entry age as well as its
admission standards, but that does not mean Eastern students
no longer know  how to party.
– Reagan Branham is a weekly columnist and managing edi-
tor for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
curlb4@pen.eiu.edu.
REAGAN BRANHAM
Regular columnist
“Academic
admission stan-
dards have gone
up a tad. Does
this make Eastern
the greatest aca-
demic institution
of the nation?”
L e t  y o u r  v o i c e  b e  h e a r d .  E - m a i l  u s  a t  c u k a v @ p e n . e i u . e d u
A four-minute, $1,500
video about recycling
is good deal after all
To the editor:
I have a great deal of concern with
the quality of our campus newspaper. It
seems that every time I sit down to read
an article, it ends. This normally would
not be a problem, but whenever I read
an Associated Press article, it ends with-
out a conclusion.
The Sept. 22 is just one of many
examples. Both the article titled
“Chechens defie Russia with execu-
tions” (incidentally, it’s “defy,” not
“defie”) and the article titled “Russia
aids Iran with new missile” clearly con-
tinue where the “News” left off. You
stopped printing the articles in the mid-
dle of sentences! Does The Daily
Eastern News’ staff have something
against articles pertaining to Russia?
Please, in the future, either give us all
of an article or none of it. You’re sup-
posed to be journalists over there.Ron Dulin
senior philosophy major
Stop giving readers
half of the story; end
articles with a period
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The Women of ΑΦ would like to congratulate the
following sisters on their academic excellence.
4.0
Sara Burnett     Keri Cronkite     Katie Himes     Kara Ladd      Amy Sciaccotta
3.5 - 3.99
Alison Carroll
Michelle Chambers
Erin Clemmons
Jenny Conklin
Jennifer Edwards
Kari Firebaugh
Katie Fitzgerald
Jodi Garrett
Angela Gburek
A.J. Goeppinger
3.0 - 3.49
Carrie Anastos Shelby Havlat Cindy Mott
Erica Bednarek Paula Heap Heather Myers
Brook Breckenridge Alicia Hohimer Beth Pawlicki
Sarah Casio Jill Horsman Jennifer Reno
Erin Davis Amber Johnson Michele Reynolds
Julie De Los Reyes Kathy Kooy Megan Ryan
Michelle Fee Kelly Kvelland Michelle Shahin
Debi Gagliardo Karrie Lewis Jen Slivinski
Jodi Gaspurd Kelly McQuaid Abi Smith
Lori Girardini Sherry Miller Missy Smith
Beth Hall Valerie Miller Stacey Szklarski
Laura Wolff
Bridgett Hartman
Andrea Herzog
Jenni Jewell
Krista Kadar
Janel Kupferschmid
Stacey Larson
Carrie La Barge
Christy Liberto
Ashley Marquart
Peggy McCarthy
Jo Ninness
Sarah Norman
Nicole Patton 
Christine Schlegel
Laura Smith 
Jennifer Trunk
Johanna Welch
Stacey Whitcomb
Amy Wick
By JOE SANNER
Staff writer
Charleston’s Sexual Assault
Counseling and Information
Service (SACIS) and members
of Eastern’s Women’s Advocacy
Council will lead a candlelight
march and rally to “Take Back
The Night” Thursday evening.
The march will begin at 7
p.m. at  the Campus Pond
Pavilion and down Fourth Street
to Lincoln Avenue. From there
it will proceed past Old Main to
the South Quad and on to Taylor
Hall.
The march will wind up at the
Campus Pond Pavilion where
participants will sing and recite
poetry. A “speak-out” also will
take place to provide a forum
for community members.
A few people have already
written some things that they
will share after the march, said
Bonnie Buckley,  director  of
SACIS. She added if anyone has
something they would like to
share, they will be able to do so.
“Take Back the Night” began
eight years ago to offer people a
chance to express their needs for
a safer  community,  Buckley
said.
The candlelight march and
rally are meant to create a com-
fortable environment for people
to share their ideas and concerns
about violence, Buckley said.
Buckley said the march and
rally are designed for people of
all ages. Adults and children are
encouraged to march.
The event will inform people
of what is taking place in the
community and what can be
done to make it a little safer,
Buckley said.
“‘Take Back the Night’ lets
people who have been victim-
ized get together for support
from the community,” Buckley
said.
Singer Deb Tolle will perform
at the rally. One of the three
songs she has written, “Take
Back the Night,” was written
especially for the event.
The march and rally were
organized by various people and
organizat ions on campus,
including SACIS, the Women’s
Advocacy Council and People
Organized for  Women’s
Equality and Rights have all
helped get the activity under-
way.
Buckley said Susan Woods, a
health studies professor at
Eastern, has worked with the
event since it began at Eastern. 
Marching for a safer community
By MANDY MILCAREK
Staff writer
The men of the Sigma Pi fra-
ternity have shown their devo-
tion to tradition by renovating
their turn-of-the-century home.
This summer Sigma Pi
invested over $130,000 in reno-
vations of their historical house
at 956 Sixth St.
The house was purchased by
the fraternity in 1954, and they
have occupied the house since.
The extensive renovations
done this summer focused on
preserving the natural history
of  the house which ensured
that it was structurally sound
after many years of occupa-
tion.
“From work on the electrical
wiring, to reshingling the roof,
to recarpeting the entire house,
to instal l ing new floors,  we
have tried to restore our house
to our best capabilities,” said
Sigma Pi  President  Josh
Renken.
“All of the woodwork in the
house is original, as well as the
unique wallpaper made from
elephant  hide in our dining
room.”
Renken said the fraternity’s
strong tradit ional  t ies  also
include a symbolic rock which
was placed in front of the house
in 1958.
“We added large white
columns to the front  of  the
house in the 1950’s, and those
columns have been a trademark
ever since.
“It is our belief that friends
are made socially, but brother-
hood is built on the foundation
at 956 Sixth St.,” he said.
Historical fraternity
house received 130,000
renovation this summer
By HEATHER LYCAN
Staff writer
The Red Cross inched closer
to its daily goal of 250 pints of
blood in the second day of the
blood drive.
Students and faculty donated
234 pints of blood Tuesday,
which was 16 pints short of its
goal.
However, volunteers and
nurses were still optimistic and
pleased with the turnout. The
goal for the week is to collect
1,200 pints.
The blood drive will contin-
ue from 1 to 7 p.m. today and
from 10 a .m.  to  4  p .m.  on
Thursday and Friday in  the
Univers i ty  Bal l room of  the
Mart in  Luther  King Jr.
University Union.
Tuesday featured a  new
machine called an apheresis
machine.
They had nine  people show
up to use the apheresis, which
separates whole blood cells
from cell platelets.
The machine works by
removing a certain amount of
blood from the donor, taking
the platelets from it, and then
returning the blood.
This year the machine was
only featured for one day for a
trial period.
However, plans are already
in the works to extend the num-
ber of days for the machine
next blood drive.
Beverly Kenny, blood drive
committee member, said during
the next  blood dr ive in
December they are going to try
and have the apheresis machine
for the entire week.
Second day of drive draws
234 donors, pints of blood
Students; area residents pledge to ‘Take Back
the Night’ from living in fear of area violence
From work on the elec-
trical wiring, to re-shingling
the roof, to recarpeting the
entire house, to installing
new floors, we have tried to
restore our house to our best
capabilities.”
-Josh Renken
Sigma Pi president
“
CHICAGO (AP) – Mayor
Richard Daley, angered by a
police spokesman’s comments
about a paralyzed officer being
denied reinstatement, indicat-
ed Tuesday that he will try to
find a city job for the seven-
year veteran of the force.
Almost simultaneously,
chief police spokesman Paul
Jenkins resigned after telling a
reporter, “We’re not an
employment service” when
asked if some kind of job
within the department couldn’t
be found for Officer Jim
Mullen.
Jenkins’ comments were
published Tuesday in a
Chicago Sun-Times article
about Police Superintendent
Matt Rodriquez’s refusal to
amend a policy that automati-
cally retires officers who suf-
fer catastrophic injuries.
Chief protests
officer rehire
ANNA BETZELBERGER/Assoc. photo editor
Men of Sigma Pi talk to their house mother outside their house
Monday afternoon. The men just finished renovating the house this
summer.
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gotwarbler?
8-4today
pick it up
thurssday
through
in the l ibrary  quad
WARBLER   1997   IS   HERE
Books are guaranteed only through today. 
After that books are open to all students. 
First come, first serve.
Be the first one in line this morning!
If you were a full time student last year...
you paid for your book already!
Just come get it!
If you can’t make it out, call and reserve your book.
581-2812 Don’t get caught without yours!
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The Men of Delta Chi 
Would Like To Introduce Their 
New Fall Pledge Class
Lewis Albarran
Michael Arena
Rick Bonitzer
Brian Brandt
Chris Bogenski
Craig Russel
Bob Cecich
Justin Clark
Phil Club
Chris Collins
James Cullpepper
Thomas Czyz
Nick Eaglinn
Sean Ernst
David Foreman
Joe Gibbons
Aaron Gregory
Neal Hannant
Joe Hollander
Jake Hoover
Mike Kettwig
Matt Konecki
Ryan Langlands
David Martin
Erik Mazurski
Bob Medek
Kris Muhr
Mike Nelson
John O’Brian
Donnie Orseno
Jon Osborne
Rory Pine
Bill Rose
Mark Rimkus
Tony Samios
Ryan Tendick
Aaron Thompson
Derek Wienke
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) –
A freshman found unconscious
amid vomit and empty liquor bot-
tles at a Massachusetts Institute
of Technology fraternity has died
of an alcohol overdose.
Scott Krueger, 18, of Orchard
Park, N.Y., died late Monday,
three days after the fraternity
pledge was discovered in his
basement room at the Phi
Gamma Delta house.
His parents said his blood-
alcohol level had reached .410
percent – five times the legal
limit for drivers in
Massachusetts.
Authorities say that means he
consumed about 16 drinks. The
medical examiner said Tuesday
that Krueger died of an alcohol
overdose.
“You’d think people here
would be smarter than that. But
in some cases, tragic things just
happen,” said John Fries, 18, an
MIT freshman.
It was at least the second such
death at an American university
this semester. In August, a
Louisiana State University frater-
nity pledge died at a hospital
after a night of drinking.
By CHUCK OLIVER
Staff writer
An Eastern professor
will offer advice to stu-
dents tonight on how to
properly drink alcohol to
obtain the effects they
desire.
French Fraker, associate
professor of educational
psychology, will discuss
the use of alcohol and how
to achieve the desired
effects rather than the
undesired effects when
drinking.
“Know Your Limit,”
sponsored by the
Counseling Center, is at 7
p.m. tonight  in the
Sullivan Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union and is
free to the general public.
Fraker said the discus-
sion will be based on the
concept of optimum
dosage.  Optimum dosage
is the amount a person
drinks to get a desired
effect,  as opposed to a
toxic dose, which produces
undesired effects.
“There are directions on
a bottle of medicine,”
Fraker said. “But there are
no directions on a bottle of
beer.”
Fraker will  offer a
checklist for people attend-
ing the workshop to help
them determine their opti-
mum dosage.
He said he hopes stu-
dents attend the workshop
because it will be “helpful
to any student who chooses
to drink alcohol.”
Fraker also said he does
not condone underage
drinking, but he realizes
that some “people are
going to do it anyway.”
NEW YORK (AP) – Doctors might be able to treat
Parkinson’s disease someday by transplanting cells
from pig testicles into a patient’s brain.
In a study reported in the October issue of the jour-
nal Nature Medicine, rats with a Parkinson’s-like con-
dition showed a marked easing of symptoms after they
got transplants of testicular cells from other rats.
Pigs would be the leading candidate to supply cells
for people, said one of the researchers, Paul R.
Sandberg of the University of South Florida College of
Medicine in Tampa.
Parkinson’s affects some 500,000 to 1 million
Americans, causing such difficulties as slowed move-
ment, rigidity and tremors. It is caused by lack of a
chemical messenger called dopamine in part of the
brain.
It can be treated with drugs, but scientists are look-
ing for something better. Some are studying transplants
of fetal cells into the brain to produce dopamine, but
that raises questions of ethics and limited supply.
The new work focused on Sertoli cells, which nor-
mally nourish the cells that will grow into sperm. The
cells also pump out a substance that keeps the immune
system at bay, which would be an advantage if they
were transplanted from animals to people, Sandberg
said.
AMY BLIDY/Staff photographerInternational currency exchange 
Brian Bolter (left), the associate dean of the graduate school and international pro-
grams, demonstrates the generosity of Americans by borrowing four dollars from Bob
Augustine (right) Tuesday at the International Tea at the Wesley Foundation.
MIT freshman dies from alcohol overdose
Pig testicles being tested to aid with disease
Alcohol consumption 101
Professor to teach how to get desired
effects without reaching toxic levels
CHICAGO (AP) – Patrons of
Hooters won’t find mustachioed
muscleman in sexy T-shirts and
shorts asking for their order.
The restaurant chain known for
its scantily clad waitresses agreed
to pay $3.75 million to settle a
sexual discrimination lawsuit
brought by men turned down for
jobs because of their gender.
The settlement allows Hooters
to continue luring customers with
an exclusively female staff of
Hooters Girls. The chain also
agreed to create a few other sup-
port jobs, such as bartenders and
hosts, that must be filled without
regard to gender.
So women hoping for the same
“vicarious sexual recreation”
offered by Hooters Girls can for-
get it. There will be no Hooters
Boys.
“Our business is on the female
sex appeal side,” Mike McNeil, a
spokesman for the restaurant, said
Tuesday.
“Over the years there have
been lots of people who have sug-
gested (offering some male sex
appeal). Our answer is, if you
think that’s a good, economically
viable idea, get your capital
together and go ahead and do it,”
he said.
Under the agreement, signed
earlier this month, the restaurant
chain agreed to set aside $2 mil-
lion as compensation for men
who were turned away from jobs
because of their gender.
Lawyers will get an additional
$1.75 million. The agreement is
subject to U.S. District Court
approval.
Steven Saltzman, an attorney for
plaintiffs in the class action law-
suit, declined to comment.
Restaurant settles issue; no
male Hooters to be allowed
DO YOU OWN A IBM LAP TOP
computer, with power point soft-
ware on it. EARN $15 an hour.
Contact Jay 348-6400.
_______________________10/1
FARM ORIENTED WITH CDL
around your schedule & week-
ends. Local. HAZ-MAT & tanker,
A plus. E + E Truck Line, Inc.
345-2677.
_______________________10/6
EXPANDING OUR STAFF-
Delivery drivers. Apply in person
at Joey’s. 405 A Lincoln Ave.
Before 11 a.m. and after 2 p.m.
______________________10/10
FARM HELP NEEDED part/full-
time help. 946-4210.
_______________________10/3
CIRCULATION PEOPLE NEED-
ED for the Daily Eastern News.
5:00 a.m. start. Great pay.
Applications will be accepted at
the Student Publications office
located in the lower level of the
Union.
_______________________10/3
SITTERS NEEDED. Fri, Sat,
Sun.-2nd shift. My home. Leave
message. 348-1522.
_______________________10/3
ADOPTION IS A LIFETIME OF
LOVE. Professor dad & stay- at-
home social worker mom long to
become parents. All the things
you want for your baby- love, ten-
derness, respect, all of life’s pos-
sibilities including college- we
want too. Let’s plan together a
happy & secure future for your
baby. Please call Barbara & Joe
toll free at 1-800-7983 access
code 9655.
_______________________10/6
ADOPTION A loving gift. Scared?
Confused? Let us ease your
fears. We have a wonderful life to
share with your child. Please call
Jackie and Michael anytime, toll
free at (888) 866-9260.
______________________10/22
ACTIVE, ENERGETIC COUPLE
IN LATE 20’S would like to share
summers at the ballpark and
snowmobil ing in the winter.
School counselor eager to be
stay at home MOM and a DAD to
share his love for horses. Lots of
vacations, tons of cousins, and
several educational opportunities
to experience. Expenses paid!
Call anytime Tedra & Brian 1-800-
822-8910 or Our attorney 1-800-
265-4848.
_______________________10/3
LEASING FOR FALL 97
McArthur Apartments. 2 bedroom
furnished. 345-2231.
______________________12/15
ROOM FOR RENT in beautiful
furnished house. $195 a month &
utilities. 581-8021 Ask for Sarah.
_______________________10/1
RETAIL SPACE AT OLD-
ETOWNE. Excellent, high traffic
location. C21 Wood, 345-4489,
Jim Wood, broker.
_______________________10/3
AVAILABLE NOW & SPRING
SEMESTER Apartments for 1-5
tenants. Good locations, good
prices. Century 21 Wood R.E.
345-4489, Jim Wood, broker.
______________________10/10
ROOM & BOARD: Meals, near
campus, non-smoker females.
Month to month available now.
345-1284.
______________________10/10
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED for 2
bedroom apartment.
Spring/Summer semesters.
$205/person + utilities. Partially
furnished, close to campus. 348-
5477.
_______________________10/3
SUBLESSORS WANTED FOR
SPRING ‘98. Huge room in 4 BR
house. 1 block from Lantz. $225
1 mo. plus deposit. Call Jason at
345-8283 or 345-2171.
_______________________10/3
SUBLESSOR NEEDED SPRING
SEMESTER. Own bedroom,
wooded location, close to cam-
pus. Call Kristy @ 348-6611.
_______________________10/3
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for nice 2
bedroom duplex spring, summer
call 348-0247.
_______________________10/3
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEED-
ED. Oct-May. Washer/dryer, fur-
nished. $200 a mo. Located on
10th St. 348-5656. Leave a mes-
sage.
_______________________10/2
ROOM & BOARD: Meals, near
campus, non-smoker females.
Month to month available now.
345-1284.
______________________10/19
3 PAIR WIRE WOMEN’S
GLASSES turned into English
dept., 304 Coleman Hall. 1 frame
is multi-colored, single lenses; 1
frame found in blue pearl case is
blue, single lenses.
_______________________10/1
LOST: SET OF KEYS! Blue key
chain, 2 keys. Tel: 581-8103.
Return is helpful.
_______________________10/1
LADIES GOLD CITIZEN watch
with rose colored face. Call Angie
at 271-932-6204 or 348-7666.
_______________________10/1
FOUND A SET OF KEYS with
Alpha Gamma Delta key chain.
Call Amanda at 6031.
_______________________10/3
**SPRING BREAK...”TAKE 2**
Organize Small Group! Sell
15...Take 2 Free. Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
Barbados, Padre. Free Parties,
Eats, Drinks. SunSplash 1-800-
4 2 6 -
7710/www.sunsplashtours.com
______________________10/31
EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH!
CLASS TRAVEL needs students
to promote Spring Break 1998!
Sell 15 trips & travel free! Highly
motivated students can earn a
free trip & over $10,000! Choose
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or Florida! North
America’s largest student tour
operator! Call Now! 1-800-838-
6411.
_______________________10/2
1986 FORD ESCORT 68,000
miles. Good Condition $1,000
neg. 581-8003 Ask for Ben.
_______________________10/1
NOTEBOOK COMPUTER, IBM
CLONE, 4861 50 mhz, 8 mgram,
544hd, upgradable. PCMCIA card
slot. Runs great. $675.00 345-
3400 or 348-8662. Ask for Paul.
_______________________10/3
LOFT. GOOD CONDITION.
$75/best offer. Kacey 581-3440.
_______________________10/1
GIGANTIC T-SHIRT AND
SWEATSHIRT LIQUIDATION
SALE OUTSIDE AT TOKENS
TODAY ONLY. ALL MERCHAN-
DISE IS REDUCED TO HALF
OFF OR MORE.
_______________________10/1
1990 GEO PRIZM 4 door. $3900
OBO. Call 258-6373.
_______________________10/8
1998 SCHWINN MESA Shox,
Shimano Red/Black Great Price.
NEVER RIDDEN!! Call Tom at
581-2838.
_______________________10/3
MAKE UP TO $2000 IN ONE
WEEK! MOTIVATED STUDENT
GROUPS (FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES, ETC.) NEEDED
FOR MARKETING PROJECT.
CALL DENNIS AT 1-800-357-
9009.
_______________________10/1
TED’S IS NOW BOOKING
FUNCTIONS. Lots of space,
great prices. Call Courtney Stone
at 581-8210 or Howard Coon at
345-9732 to reserve. Ted’s is the
choice for all your functions.
_______________________10/2
ATTN. GREEK ALL 10 K GOLD
LAVALIERES IN STOCK NOW.
$10 OFF AT TOKENS, WHILE
THEY LAST.
______________________10/15
EVERY THURSDAY IS CLASS
RING DAY AT TOKENS. ORDER
RINGS AND GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS NOW.
______________________10/15
CAPONES & PANTHERS NOW
AVAILABLE for private parties &
functions. Call today 348-0288.
______________________10/13
ROSES ARE RED, PICKLES
ARE GREEN, PIZZA’S A
HOLLER, BUT JOEY’S IS A
SCREAM! WE DELIVER! 345-
2466.
_______________________10/6
GIGANTIC T-SHIRT AND
SWEATSHIRT LIQUIDATION
SALE OUTSIDE AT TOKENS
TODAY ONLY. ALL MERCHAN-
DISE REDUCED TO HALF OFF
OR MORE.
_______________________10/1
BOXES, BONE, WOOD, SOAP-
STONE, PAPER MACHE’, BIG,
LITTLE, 20% off at Calliope Court
706 Jackson, Charleston
_______________________10/3
HEY YOU! Want to have fun and
win prizes? Then come to the
RUGBY BARNDANCE! For info
call Amy at 348-1428 after 12
p.m.
_______________________10/2
HEY SORORITIES: Good luck
today at the Sigma Nu kick ball
tournament ‘97.
_______________________10/1
CARISSA, Hope you have a
great birthday. Be ready to have
fun tonight. You’re the best Big
Sis! Love ya, Your lil sis.
_______________________10/1
ADRIENNE LAZ OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA, Great job with
pledging! I’m very proud of you!
Love your mom, Julie
_______________________10/1
KRISTIN CLARK OF AST: Mom’s
watchin’ you! We’re going to have
lots of fun Thursday! Love, mom
_______________________10/1
KAREN MCKEE OF ASA con-
grats on being promised to Brian
Torvey. Your new sisters are very
happy for you!
_______________________10/1
HEFF, HEATHER, JULIE, APRIL,
ANDREA, KELLI, AND BRIT-
TANY-Thanks for an awesome
21st B-day dinner. Go Barbie
Girls! Love, Kelly
_______________________10/1
SPO, CONGRATULATIONS on
your engagement. It couldn’t
have happened to a better cou-
ple! Sigma Love, Victoria
_______________________10/1
RICK KAYE-You are awesome
and really HOT! Love, Rick Kaye
_______________________10/1
MEGAN HANSEN OF ASA: Hope
you have a great birthday! ALI-
SON PAPLASKI and ANDREA
HAGEN of ASA: You make awe-
some pearls! Alpha Love, Bridget
_______________________10/1
KATIE P OF ASA, You are a
beautiful pearl and great little sis-
ter. Keep your head up!~ Alpha
love & mine, Jen
_______________________10/1
SHARON HOULIHAN OF AST:
You are one awesome lil sis! Tau
love, Aimee
_______________________10/1
CARISSA BARR OF AST: Happy
21st Birthday! Be ready to have a
lot of fun! Tau love and mine your
kid!
_______________________10/1
RENEE HEMPER of AST: Your
doing a great job pledging. I’m
watching you and I’ll see you
Thursday! We’re gonna have a
great time! Tau love and mine
your mommy!
_______________________10/1
JULIE BUDDE-Hope you are
having fun! Can’t wait unti l
Thursday! Tau love your mom!
_______________________10/1
NATALIE ISLAS-You are an awe-
some baby gator. Have fun on
Thursday! Tau love, Becky
_______________________10/1
SHANNON OF AST: You make
an awesome baby gator! I ’m
watching you this week. Get
excited for Thursday...We’re
gonna have a blast! Tau love and
mine, Your mommy
_______________________10/1
LATTER-DAY SAINTS STUDENT ASSOCIATION Institute Class
today at 4 p.m. in the Paris room and 7 p.m. in the Heritage room.
UB CONCERTS Committee meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Casey
room. MLK Union. Please bring any and all ideas for Spring Concerts.
Family weekend concert jobs will also be assigned.
MINORITY TODAY first meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the newsroom-
below the bowling alley-Union.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK JOURNALIST first meeting
tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the newsroom.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass tonight at 9 p.m. at the
Newman Chapel, located at the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
PHI GAMMA NU Pledge meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in Coleman Hall
room 220.
WESLEY FOUNDATION The Wesley Foundation has an informal, stu-
dent-led Communion service every Wednesday night at 9:30 p.m.
Everyone is invited. Wesley Foundation is across from Lawson.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Christian Bible Study/Topic Discussion
Group/Prayer & Share time-Linda’s File—Female Fellowship today at
3:30 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation, across 4th St. from Lawson.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Business meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m. in
the Charleston/Mattoon room. Call Keri Nutgrass at 345-6535 if you
cannot attend. Pledges first installment is due. All outstanding money
is due.
PSI CHI meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the Psychology Lounge. Please
remember to bring your dues!
LASO meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the Kansas room-Union. Dues need
to be paid today. Unless other arrangements have been made.
PRE-LAW SOCIETY meeting tonight at 3:30 p.m. in Coleman 225.
COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Greenup room-Union.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Martinsville room. Everyone is welcome! Questions, call 581-2057.
UB HOMECOMING COMMITTEE Coronation meeting tonight at 9
p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola room-union. All RSO’s should attend.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP Worship tonight at 7 p.m. and
Bible Study 8:00 p.m. in the Immanuel Lutheran Church across from
Tarble.
BOTANY CLUB meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Life Science 205. Dr.
David Seigler of U of I. Department of Plant Biology will speak on
“Phytochemicals: Rediscovered” Free Popcorn and Lemonade-All are
welcome.
POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB meeting tonight at 4 p.m. in CH 213. All
majors welcome.
DELTA SIGMA THETA Delta Fair/Informational tonight at 5:45 in the
Tuscola/Arcola room. Dress Attire.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWHSIP MINISTRIES Bible Study tonight at
7 p.m. in the Mattoon/Charleston room-Union.
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activi-
ties and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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Help Wanted
Adoption
For Rent
For Rent
Sublessors
Roommates
Lost &  Found
Travel
For Sale
Announcements
Announcements
Personals
Personals Personals
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AUDRA SHARP-You’re mommy’s
watching you! You’re a beautiful
baby gator! Can’t wait unti l
Thursday! Tau love, your
mommy!
_______________________10/1
MEG F OF AST-_You are an awe-
some roomie! Cheer up and don’t
let things get you down:
Remember you can always talk to
me! Tau love and mine! Jen
Schrock
_______________________10/1
LESLIE BARTON: You are an
awesome baby gator. Get excited
for Thursday. Your mom is watch-
ing you. Tau love, mom!
_______________________10/1
THE WOMEN OF SIGMA KAPPA
would like to thank all of the men
who participated in our 1997
Sandblast tournament!
_______________________10/1
CONGRATULATIONS TO
MICHELLE DAVIDSON OF
SIGMA KAPP for getting lava-
liered to DAVE FARREU of TAU
KAPPA EPSILON. Your sisters
are very happy for you.
_______________________10/1
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
MEN OF DELTA CHI for winning
the 1997 Sig Kap Sandblast tour-
nament. Great Job! Love-Ladies
of Sigma Kappa
_______________________10/1
LIZ GILLISPE OF TRI-SIGMA
You are the best lil sis! Sigma
love, Sara
_______________________10/1
TO THE MEN OF DELTA CHI
who participated in world series:
You did an awesome job! We had
so much fun. Love, your coaches,
Jessica, Megan, Angel, and
Becky.
_______________________10/1
KELLEY SPOTANSKI OF TRI-
SIGMA: Congrats on your
engagement! I love you! Sigma
Love, Sticky Neck
_______________________10/1
ANA KUHLMAN OF TRI-SIGMA:
You are the BEST little sis! Keep
up the great work! Sigma love,
Nikki
_______________________10/1
KELLI JAGER OF AST-I am so
excited to see you tomorrow
night! You make a beautiful TAU!
Tau love and mine, mom
_______________________10/1
AMY LOVEN of ASA, Sometimes
I forget to say thank you, but you
are the best big sis! Thank you
for everything. Alpha love and
mine, Andrea
_______________________10/1
ERIC MIALKOWSKI, Happy One
Year Anniversary! Is you is or is
you ain’t my baby! I love you.
Love you always, Andrea
_______________________10/1
KELLEY SPOTANSKI OF TRI-
SIGMA: Congratulations on your
engagement to Jamie Veach!
We’re so excited for you! Love,
Your sisters!
_______________________10/1
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Personals Personals
Friday when Eastern’s volleyball team
travels to take on Tennessee-Martin,
Eastern’s head coach Betty Ralston will be
coaching her 500th game for the Panthers.
Ralston has been here for 15 years and
she is the winningest coach in Eastern’s
history with a 270-229 record. She has led
the Lady Panthers to victory in 78 percent
of their conference matches in the past five
years. In her 15 years of coaching, her
team has never finished less than third in
the conference.
Last year she led her team all the way to
the Ohio Valley Conference championship,
only to be defeated by Southeast Missouri
for the third time of the year. 
Ralston has seen many great players go
through her system. She has coached 21
players who have received all-conference
honors, including Kaaryn Sadler who was
named Mid-Continent Conference Player
of the Year in 1994. 
Ralston also keeps her women’s grades
up, as her team always has one of the
highest grade point averages at Eastern
and her team
ranked no lower
than fourth in
grades in the nation
from 1992-1995.
Betty has coach-
ed three GTE Aca-
demic All-Ame-
ricans: Vanessa
Wells in 1996,
Donna Sicher in
1989 and Laura
Bruce in 1986.
With all of these great stats, Eastern
should keep her here for another 15 years.
Here are some tips on how to do that.
■ Have a huge ceremony for her
On the day of her 1,000 game, have all
the former and present volleyball players
come to the game bearing gifts for
Ralston. They could all give her separate
gifts, or they could all buy her one big gift.
Wouldn’t it be cool to see Betty driving
down Lincoln Avenue on a Harley? Just a
thought.
■ Let her talk with swimming head
coach Ray Padovan
Padovan has been here for 31 years, so
there must be something here that he likes.
If he could give some pointers on how to
make your coaching life enjoyable at
Eastern, that would help her stay.
■ Name Lantz Gym after her
Tell Ralston if she can make it another
500 games with a winning record that
Lantz Gym will be renamed Ralston
Arena. This is the only thing they could do
to pay her back for all the hard work she
had done.
Hey, they named O’Brien Stadium after
former track coach Maynard “Pat”
O’Brien, why can’t they do the same for
Ralston?
■ Let her play
Make her 1,000 game be against some-
body the Lady Panthers know they can
beat, like Chicago State, and let her lace
up her shoes and play a game or two. You
know Ralston must have had some experi-
ence of playing volleyball in high school
and college, and it would be nice to know
if she still has the skills she did way back
when.
I bet all of the former and current play-
ers would love to see their coach do stuff
that she harped on them to do in practice. 
Maybe while she’s at the pool talking to
Padovan she can dive in and do a couple
of laps to prepare her for the big game.
■ Keep the Ralston tradition going
What better incentive to coach for
another 15 years than to say that when
she’s done, her son Philip can take over
coaching the team.
Philip is already a ball-shagger at the
games, so he knows pretty much about
what’s going on.
Just give Philip a great bunch of talent-
ed athletes just like Betty has now, and he
should have no problem guiding the team
to the NCAA Division I championship. 
Heck, the way things are going, Ralston
might even find a standing room only
crowd at one of her games.
Or, maybe not.
MATT WILSON
Staff writer
Tips on how to keep a veteran Panther coach here
es.”
On the offensive side of the
ball for SEMO, the passing
duties have been split  up
between senior quarterbacks
Justin Martini and Heath
Graham.
Martini is 29-of-64 for 385
yards and two touchdowns while
Graham has seen less action at
19-of-45 for 165 yards. Both
have passed four interceptions
each.
The Indians are second to last
in total offense with 258.5 yards
per game.
However, Mumford was
pleased with the way his team
moved the ball in its last game, a
42-7 win over Tennessee-Martin
last weekend.
There is one thing the Indians
must do differently in this game
than they did in their two losses,
in order to come out with a vic-
tory.
“We just have to be able to get
blocks and tackles and play fun-
damental football,” Mumford
said.
SOUTHEAST from page 12
CHICAGO (AP) – Terry Bevington had trou-
ble communicating with his players, had
strained relations with some of his coaches,
alienated the media and turned off the fans.
But his biggest problem was the Chicago
White Sox’s failure to make the playoffs,
despite a huge payroll and the addition of
Albert Belle.
For all of that, Bevington was fired as
manager. The move was announced Tuesday,
two days after the end of an 80-81 season and
another second-place finish in the AL
Central.
“I’m not going to sit here and knock him,”
general manager Ron Schueler said. “I think
a lot of managers would like to be over .500
and they aren’t.” Bevington had a 222-214
record after taking over in June 1995 for
Gene Lamont, fired two years after being
named AL Manager of the Year.
After the White Sox unsuccessfully court-
ed Jim Leyland last fall, Bevington signed a
two-year contract to return. The White Sox
did not renew the option on the second sea-
son.
Bevington was not available for comment
Tuesday. He was reportedly informed of the
firing Monday.
Schueler’s timetable for finding a new
manager is an extended one.
“I want to get it right,” he said. “Even if it
takes until spring training.
“It’s hard to find the right guy. You have to
get a guy who deals with the media, have a
guy who can control and run a clubhouse,
control the game and the players and on top
of that be fan friendly and get the players to
be. It’s a tall job.” Bevington’s strained rela-
tions with his own staff surfaced late in the
season.
Hitting coach Bill Buckner was fired and
said it was because he didn’t get along with
Bevington, although Schueler said the move
was made because of an anemic offense.
White Sox manager Bevington hits the road after sub .500 season
NEW YORK (AP) – Baseball umpires, once again
upset by what they say is a lack of support from own-
ers and players, said Tuesday they would eject any-
one arguing within “an arm’s length” of them during
the postseason.
“The support for your umpires has been worse than
woeful ... it has been practically nonexistent,”
umpires union head Richie Phillips said in a letter to
acting commissioner Bud Selig and the league presi-
dents.
“Players continue to assault umpires, spray tobacco
in their faces, curse them and attempt to denigrate
them without the slightest reprisal,’’ Phillips said.
Selig, NL president Len Coleman and AL presi-
dent Gene Budig responded by saying “baseball is
disturbed that the umpires have chosen this time to
divert attention from the field of play.” “They do not
have the authority to make their own rules,” their
statement said. 
“We expect them to honor the integrity of the
game... and to continue their level of professionalism
and tolerance in the postseason that they have exer-
cised throughout baseball history.” Cleveland manag-
er Mike Hargrove said he wouldn’t test the umpires’
“no tolerance” approach.
Umpires have complained since Baltimore’s
Roberto Alomar spit at umpire John Hirschbeck on
the final weekend of the 1996 season, angry that
Alomar was suspended for just five games and didn’t
serve the penalty until the start of this season. 
Support your local umpire or face ejection
~-=---·=-
LADY from page 12 
"I thought we needed a change 
about 30 minutes into the Loyola 
game, not because anybody was 
doing bad, but I just thought we 
needed a change," Ballard said. 
"We have four excellent goalkeep-
ers that could start at a lot o f 
Division I schools." 
Graczyk and junior forward 
Tracie Strother are the only two 
Lady Panthers to be named MVC 
Players of the Week. Strother was 
named MVC Offensive Player of 
the Week last week. 
Ballard does not know which of 
the four goalies will s tart o n 
Wednesday against St. Louis. 
"That's decided a day before 
each game at practice," he said. 
Panthers on the prowl: 
Junior defender Heathe r Ory 
has moved up top of the MVC 
scoring lis t with 12 points. Ory 
began the week with nine points, 
but scored a goal in the3-2 victory 
over Loyola-Chicago and assisted 
on a Michelle Stec goal in the win 
over Wisconsin-Green Bay. 
"Heather has done a tremen-
dous job for us this year, she's 
been consistent, hard working and 
a selfish player in the midfield," 
Ballard said. "She lets her playing 
do her talking." 
Also finding herself among the 
MVC scoring leaders is junior 
defender Diane Markus. She is 
tied with team.mate Strother and 
Creighton's Jessica Powers who 
all have nine points. 
Markus came up big this week, 
scoring two goals and adding an 
assist. 
One of those was the game-
wi n ning goal aga inst Loyo la-
Chicago and she also found the 
back of the net and assisted on a 
goal in the Wisconsin-Green Bay 
game also. 
Graczyk is on top of the MVC 
for fewest goals-against, compil-
ing a .29 average. She is in front 
Wednesday, October 1, 1997 
of Cindy Grant of Illinois State, 
who has a .73 goals against aver-
age. 
Undefeated no more: 
It took a while, but somebody 
was fi nally able to be at the 
Creighton Lady Jays this week. 
Actually. two teams were. 
Arizona State handed the Lady 
Jays their first loss, defeating them 
5-0 on Friday in Tempe, Ariz. 
Then the Lady Jays had to trav-
el to the University of Arizona on 
Sunday and the Lady Wildcats 
spoiled the first game back for 
Creighton seni or forward Lisa 
Dispense, who was ranked second 
on the team in scoring last year, 
defeating the Lady Jays 3- 1. 
Creighton lost both games even 
though they were able to outshoot 
the competition 30-27. 
For the season, the Lady Jays 
have fired 58 shots on goal while 
ho lding the ir oppositio n to 48 
shots on goal. 
The Women of Alpha Phi would like to 
introduce our 1997 New Members 
Vanessa Aceto 
Nicole Adams 
Diana Baumnick 
Jenny Bellarud 
Karen Beverly 
Stephanie Blair 
Courtney Bleke 
Laurie Bozenda 
Emily Buckley 
Bizzy Burke 
Gretchen Clark 
Kelli Cronkite 
· Melanf~rOermis · 
Angie Demuth 
Katie Doehner 
Kristine Engberg 
Jenny Faber 
Anjoli Faso 
Karina Freer 
Pam Fuoss 
Angela Giorgi 
Courtney Goernbel 
Lora Inman 
Michelle Janek 
Michelle Kirincich 
Carrie Kopina 
Katie Kowalcze 
Kristin Lange ~ 
Tati Langjahr 
Sara Lavgevin 
Meaghan La Roche 
Katie Lotz 
Natalie Macellaio 
Maggie Manzke 
Carrie Masek 
Shianna Mead 
Sara Meyer 
Dena Montane 
Shelia Morrison 
Chrissy Neri 
Sara Nomeman 
Tata O'Hara 
··Katy O'Sutlivan 
Annie Reese 
Sarah Roussin 
lf vou can find rime to 
Kristin Rutter 
Sara Sauer 
Kacey Schaffrath 
Alexis Smith 
Erica Smith 
Andrea Tagliavia 
Theresa Wagner 
Chelese White 
nna Williamson 
Angie Willis 
Becky Woodman 
Jolene Zumwalt 
study on the train, maybe you'll 
graduate in four years after all. 
~· • ..Jl koow uut •Mktlt:J u..~ <1th« 
~,n.i rrl(lr\(~ woo ~ Ill "ud" 
d du omc'. 8u1 •fwn vou tili Am1nk4 
••J""I• au1-<t4.-11 V-1tYMhc)mt: fq,.che 
W'Cdmd. yuu an 1'P all ot your mkfrng 
d.>n< Oft die top t.hm wl bade. b 's 1bc 
br... o( boih wwtd.f And 1tudrou £ave 
IS~ Wlth eh« So.idcN ~ J>ll>" 
IJ'Mft· ~. ro find -bow caq" ., 
10 ace W.aanuW11'.hAmuU.allJl"'W 
t.rwel .....,.., J..-0.~aAIL TtlWll 
.. 6- dw Aiamlt 
•
JlllJO# &C 1'1t8 
.. 
lh..,._y, Ch.ub 
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~ 
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SOMETHING frompage 12 -
goal and an assist. 
Freshman Ryan Waguespack 
has handled the lio n's share of 
time in the Panther goal. In 650 
minutes played, Waguespack has 
posted a 2.22 GAA and made 33 
saves. 
Eastern has spread out it 's scor-
ing this season. Six Panthers have 
found the back of the net. Senior 
midfielder and junior defenseman 
Kyle Mittendorf share the team 
lead for points with three each. 
McClements and his pl ayers 
stressed getting out to an early 
lead, and this is the game to do it. 
The oppos iti o n has scored 12 
firs t-half goal s in l O ga mes 
against Northeastem. 
Freshman fo rward Jake Spain 
said the team needs a consistent 
effort to win the game. 
"We can' t just play to the level 
of our competition," he said. "We 
go o ut aga ins t th e teams like 
Notre Dame and George Mason, 
we play strong. And then against 
the tea ms like Western and 
Northwestern we don' t play they 
way we do agai nst the tough 
teams." 
Anderson" said it makes no dif-
ference if the Golden Eagles are 
0-10 or not. 
" It doesn' t really. It doesn ' t 
matter who it is," he said. "It may 
help, hopefull y. We just have to 
go out and play." 
Senior forward Dave Lafrance 
said the team is frustrated with 
their lack of wins. 
"We need to get our first win," 
he said. "Everyone is sicl} of the 
whole thing. There's a lot of peo-
ple out there talking abo ut us. 
They reall y do n' t know what 's 
goi ng o n o ut o n the field . We 
want to prove them wrong." 
McCle me nts said Northeast-
em's record does not matter. 
"We need to go out and get a 
win," he said. 
EAT EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY 
ALL YC>LJ C Af'Y BA rr 
•PIZZA •SA.LAD BAR 
· SPA.GHE:.,.....,-1 •GARLIC BREAD 
/( $~- :Z ~Plue T.ax S C h i ldrcsn 1 0 ~nd under cs£11:. -For $2..00 
( 34S.-.2~44 
~ ~ :-:--. ~ '~ ~ ,-- --
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT MARCH 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1997, 7:00 P.M. 
EIU Campus Pond Pavillion 
A candlelight march to pro_mqt~ ~af~tY.: : 
Campus and Community members invited 
March, Campfire, Music, Poetry 
Performance by Unity Gospel Choir 
Better Ingredients. 
Better Pizza. 
348-8282 
Serving Charleston &. Eastern Illinois Universtiy 
rPi;-zaPak, 
I ""'l Large I 
I 1 Topping I 
I $1 99 I 
I I 
I additional toppings $1.10 I Not valid w/ 
L any other offer .J 
-----
rfaparai<, 
I t Large, t Topping, I 
bread sticks, I litter Coke I 
I $1 99 I 
1
1 
additional toppings S1.10 1
1 Not valid w/ 
L any other offer .J 
-----
Wednesday is Ladies Night at 
c./11arty's 
DJ 
Amaretto Mixers $1.50 
PLUS 
$3.50 pitchers . . 
#' I• • I• I • ,' • 
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Alpha Gamma Delta
grades for Spring 1997
3.5-4.0*
3.0-3.49
2.5-2.99
Erin Carroll
Tera Dailey
Beth Dawson
Erin Hepner
Natalie Jefford
Erica Antesberger
Ann Antonson
Sarah Baird
Jamie Becker
Gina Campbell
Wendy Bauer
Erin Blue
Julie Burckhartt
Becky Drew
Jenny Eagan
Danielle Heath
Amanda Horath
Heather Humbert
Karen Irwin
Toni Jacoby
Krissie Kindel
Vicky Kyrychenko
Kathy Leahy
Jalena Martin
Amanda Wallin
Maria Matalas
Kelly Musser
Mairi Reedy
Kymm Samelson
Julie Sisk
Brittany Clark
Sarah Diederich
Jill Dimon
Katy Evans
Tiffany Evans
Shannon Godart
Erin Hanley
Christa Highsmith
Brokke Hood
Julie Jacobson
Jennie Leffleman
Courtney Marhoefer
Monica Sanchez
Lisa Scolaro
Amy Shelton
Gina Schurba
Meghan Trizil
Jen Wagenaar
Jody Williams
Crystal Jones
Christine Petrie
Anne Raftery
Julie Riley
Quincy Scriza
*Kristi Springer
Jen Thorsen
Carol Watters
Kendra Williamson
*Jenny Zalon
ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ 
ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ ΑΓΔ 
Α
ΓΔ
 Α
ΓΔ
 Α
ΓΔ
 Α
ΓΔ
 Α
ΓΔ
 Α
ΓΔ
 Α
ΓΔ
 Α
ΓΔ
 Α
ΓΔ
   Α
ΓΔ Α
ΓΔ Α
ΓΔ Α
ΓΔ Α
ΓΔ Α
ΓΔ Α
ΓΔ Α
ΓΔ Α
ΓΔ   
Internship Workshop
“Internships- What are they and
why do I need one?”
4:00pm-5:00pm
Charleston-Mattoon Room
Union
Sponsored by Career Services
SSB, Room 13
581-2412
T O D A Y
Missouri Valley
Conference
Ohio Valley Conference
College Football
Conf. Overall
Eastern Illinois
Murray State
Tennessee State
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee-Martin
Conf.   Overall
Indiana State
Northern Iowa
Youngstown State
Western Illinois
Southwest Mo.
Illinois State
Southern Illinois
Passing leaders
Comp.    Att.     TD   Rating
Jones, N. Iowa
Tidwell, Young.
Hecklinski, WIU
Glenn, ISU
Hoog, SW Mo.
Capone, SIU
Passing leaders
Comp.   Att.     TD   Rating
Fuentes, EKU
Simpson, EIU
Murray, TSU
Loyd, Murray St.
Quinn, MTSU
Caballero, TTU
Rushing leaders
Carries  Yards   TD    YPG
Downs, MSU
Davenport, TSU
Crume, EKU
McDavid, EIU
Lynch, EIU
Ruffin, TM
Rushing leaders
Carries  Yards    TD   YPG
Stecker, WIU
Andreadis,Young.
Daniels, SW Mo.
Carpenter, SIU
Brown, Young.
McGriff, SW Mo.
78
105
112
148
126
82
46
73
63
73
66
42
4
4
7
7
3
1
153.4
146.9
139.8
110.9
103.6
100.8
Gateway Conference
Volleyball
Southeast Missouri
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
Murray State
Eastern Illinois
Middle Tennessee 
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee State
Eastern Kentucky
College Football
Sports Network 
Division I-AA Poll
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
Ranking Team Previous
Montana   (3-0)
Youngstown State   (4-0)
Western Kentucky   (4-0)
Villanova   (3-0)
Northern Arizona   (3-1)
Appalachian State   (2-1)
Troy State   (3-1)
William and Mary   (4-1)
Western Illinois   (3-1)
McNeese State   (4-0)
Delaware   (3-1)
Florida A&M   (4-0)
Southern University   (4-0)
E. Tennessee State   (3-1)
Eastern Illinois   (4-1)
Stephen F. Austin   (3-1)
Georgia Southern   (3-1)
Furman   (2-1)
Jackson State   (4-1)
Eastern Washington   (4-0)
Northwestern State   (2-1)
James Madison   (3-1)
Northern Iowa   (2-2)
Nicholls State   (2-2)
Murray State   (2-2)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
8
11
10
12
13
14
16
17
20
18
19
21
24
25
23
15
NR
Associated Press
I-A Top 25
Ranking       Team/Record Previous
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
Florida   (4-0)
Penn State   (3-0)
Nebraska   (3-0)
Florida State   (3-0)
North Carolina   (4-0)
Michigan   (3-0)
Ohio State   (4-0)
Auburn   (4-0)
Tennessee   (2-1)
Washington   (2-1)
Iowa   (4-0)
Michigan State   (3-0)
LSU   (3-1)
Virginia Tech   (4-0)
Washington State   (4-0)
Colorado   (2-1)
Kansas State   (3-0)
Georgia   (3-0)
Stanford   (3-1)
Alabama   (3-1)
Texas A&M   (3-0)
UCLA   (2-2)
Air Force   (5-0)
Brigham Young   (2-1)
Arizona State   (3-1)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
22
24
NR
23
25
Others receiving votes:  Clemson,
Georgia Tech, Mississippi State
Ohio Valley Conference
District 6 Rankings
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Butler
Houston
South Florida
UW-Milwaukee
Marquette
Southeast Missouri
Memphis
Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay
St. Louis
Digs per game leaders
Becky Sowinski, APSU
Lindsey Celba, EIU
Krista Shumard, Murray
Mandi Miller, TTU
Rachel Melchiorre, TTU
Jodie Hempen, UTM
Laura Mitchell, APSU
Meleah Cutler, EIU
Lauren Mackey, MO
Lorri Sommer, EIU
4.19
3.91
3.80
3.43
3.38
3.35
3.33
3.30
3.21
3.13
Kills per game leaders
Rachel Melchiorre, TTU
Lauren Mackey, MO
Lorri Sommer, EIU
Jackie Derwort, SEMO
Rachel Johnson, MO
Becky Sowinski, APSU
Krista Haukap, SEMO
Amy Merron, EKU
Alishia Marshall, TSU
Tara Miller, MTSU
4.85
4.36
4.02
3.82
3.62
3.46
3.42
3.40
3.38
3.30
Men’s Soccer Men’s Soccer
Missouri Valley
Conference
Creighton
Drake
Evansville
Vanderbilt
Bradley
SW Missouri
Eastern Illinois
W. Kentucky
Conf.       Overall
2-0
1-0-1
1-0
0-2-1
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-2
6-3-1
4-4-1
4-4
2-6-1
6-2
4-2-2
0-9
2-7
Scoring leaders
Player                                Points
Johnny Torres, Creighton
Eric Wilson, Drake
Richard Mulrooney, Creighton
Jacob Nieroda, Drake
Chris Scanlon, Drake
Tony Kuhn, Vanderbilt
Dan Goldstein, Bradley
Jeff Deist, Creighton
Matt Caution, SW Mo. St. 
Brad Jordan, SW Mo. St.
17
15
13
12
12
12
11
10
9
9
Men’s Soccer
Missouri Valley Conference
goalkeeping leaders
Creighton
Evansville
SW Missouri
Eastern Illinois
Illinois State
Valparaiso
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
4-2-1
5-3
5-3
5-4
2-7
1-9
Scoring leaders
Player Points
12
11
11
10
10
9
9
9
8
8
Heather Ory, EIU
J. Hautzinger, SW Missouri
Molly Malone, Creighton
Megan McKendry, Creighton
Jessica Powers, Creighton
Diane Markus, EIU
Jennifer Lembeck, Evansville
Tracie Strother, EIU
Kerry Donoho, Valparaiso
Jenna Lawles, Valparaiso
Conf.     Overall
Matt Marden, Bradley
Nick Bratt, Drake
Mark Modersohn, SW Mo.
Jon Eperson, Creighton
Chuck Browder, Evansville
Ronnie Benson, Drake
Ryan Waguespack, EIU
0.44
0.60
0.86
1.43
1.60
1.97
2.22
Player                                 GAA
Women’s Soccer
Conf.      Overall
Goalkeeping leaders
Player                                 GAA
Jessica Graczyk, EIU
Cindy Grant, ISU
Heather Miller, SW Mo.St.
Christi Miller, Evansville
Jeanine Fredrick, EIU
Maggie Phelan, Creighton
0.27
0.73
1.12
1.31
1.78
2.06
4-1
3-2
1-3
2-2
1-3
1-2
0-3
0-4
2-0
2-0
1-0
1-1
0-0
0-1
0-2
0-2
85
66
50
68
72
50
401
359
259
420
365
284
5
6
3
4
5
0
100
89.8
86.3
84
73
71
1-0
1-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-2
2-2
2-2
4-0
3-1
2-2
2-3
1-3
152.7
128.0
116.2
106.0
101.1
90.5
3
2
0
5
5
2
38
72
82
121
124
44
25
42
53
64
62
18
81
49
54
66
55
53
581
325
283
282
220
212
7
3
0
3
0
6
145.3
81.3
70.8
70.5
55
53
6-0
4-1
3-1
4-2
1-1
2-3
1-2
1-4
1-5
1-5
14-4
10-4
8-6
7-6
7-6
9-8
6-7
6-8
3-9
1-10
Assist leaders
Player                                    Assists
Tracie Strother, EIU
Molly Malone, Creighton
Jessica Powers, Creighton
Jennifer Lambeck, Evansville
Aimee Grahs, ISU
Candice Spiniolas, Valparaiso
5
5
4
3
3
3
Blocks per game
Stephanie Busch, TTU
Amy Merron, EKU
Monica Shrader, EIU
Tammy Eichbolz, MTSU
Diane Seng, TTU
Lorri Sommer, EIU
Rachel Johnson, MO
Lindsey Pritchard, MTSU
Elizabeth Gabriele, MO
1.31
1.29
1.22
1.04
1.02
0.91
0.89
0.84
0.83
Intramural results
and upcoming events
Flag football results 9/30
A level
Sigma Pi Gold 12, TKE 0
Delta Chi 19, Sigma Chi Gold 12
Sigma Phi Epsilon 19, Delta Chi B-team 0
Southsiders 6, Sigma Chi 0
B level
Pack’s Back Again 14, DDP 7
Thurndering Herd 20, Antelopes 14
Snapperheads 28, Snafu 6
CF defeats 69ers via forfeit
16” Co-Rec softball
Steamers 14, Poncharellos 0
Lawdawga 20, Captain Keggers 9
Wednesday’s games
Flag football semi-finals
A level
Sigma Pi Gold vs. Delta Chi @ 5 p.m.
Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Southsiders @ 5 p.m.
B level
Pack’s Back Again vs. Thundering Herd @ 4 p.m.
Snapperheads vs. CF @ 4 p.m.
16” Co-Rec Softball Championship
Steamers vs. Law Dawgs @ 5 p.m.
even though she plays defense.
The Lady Panthers are playing
very controlled games. Their
skilled ball handling and tight pro-
tection of organized passes has
been the difference between a loss
and an overtime win.
“We’ve been placing the ball out
to our wides very well lately, get-
ting the ball across the field com-
fortably, and moving the ball to our
front lines great,” Ory said.
“We’ll have to continue working
the flanks and triangles in textbook
style,” said Markus. 
Billiken sophomore for-
ward/midfielder Trisha Underberg
is one of the forces the Lady
Panthers have to reckon with in
order to come away with the victo-
ry. 
Underberg is responsible for a
few of the Billikens’ late game vic-
tories. She scored on a 12-yard
blast against South Florida last
Friday, with 2 1/2 minutes left in
the game. The goal brought her
team within one goal.
Shortly after, Underberg
received an assist for the game
tying goal. 
Earlier in the season, Underberg
netted the tying goal with 16 sec-
onds left at the University of
Alabama-Birmingham. The
Billikens went on to win the game
in overtime. 
At Tulane, Underberg chalked
up another game winner, placing
the game’s only score out of the
goalie’s reach, in overtime.
Sophomore midfielder/forward
Holly Bina is another scoring
threat for the Billikens.
Bina has scored six goals in St.
Louis’ eight games, holding just
over a 50 percent shot ratio. She
scored three goals in the first game
this season against Tennessee Tech
alone and has attempted 11 shots.
The Billikens are not experienc-
ing a problem-free season though.
“Of course, the two conference
games (including the Eastern
game) will be a major factor into
where we wind up in final league
standings. Neither game will be
easy,” Champion said.
Sophomore forward Kelly
Murman has been ill for the major-
ity of the season, and it is not likely
that she will play in the game.
Junior midfielder/center defen-
sive player Shawn McCann suf-
fered a knee injury that will keep
her out of action indefinitely. The
loss of McCann will cause
Champion to make several lineup
adjustments, offsetting the balance
of his team.
Sophomore backer Katie
Stewart is the Billikens’ third lead-
ing scorer and will most likely fill
McCann’s spot and freshman back-
er/midfielder Kelly Young might
earn her first career start at sweeper
spot.
The Billikens have scored 20
goals in 120 shots this season,
compared to their opponents who
have been held to eight goals.
“We are going to make them
adjust to us. We have to make them
play our game,” Markus said.
The Lady Panthers have scored
19 goals in 133 attempts, versus
the 12 goals allowed this year.
STREAK from page 12
COLLIN LANNING/Staff photographer
Senior forward Heather O’Malley uses her foot skills in a game earlier
this season. 
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Spikers drop conference match in five games
IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographer
Sophomore outside hitter Meleah Cutler digs the ball during the Sept. 24  victory over
Midde Tennessee State.
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor
Saturday when Eastern (4-1)
takes on Southeast Missouri State
(2-2) in Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
Panther head coach Bob Spoo’s
best philosophy may be to sit
back and wait for the Indians to
make a mistake or break down.
“We basically handed the game
to Illinois State. It was a game
that got away,” Indian head coach
John Mumford said about
SEMO’s 41-7 loss to ISU earlier
this season. “We only played one
half of good football against
Murray State.”
Against the Murray State,
Southeast Missouri dropped the
game 17-3. The team’s two wins
came against NAIA
affiliated Lambuth and
current 0-4 Ohio Valley
Conference cellar dwel-
ler Tennessee-Martin.
The key to the Indian
game is the defense –
they are holding oppo-
nents to 250.8 yards per game,
good for No. 2 in the conference
and have the best rushing
defense, only yielding 74.3 yards
per game.
Eastern’s rushing offense,
which is No. 1 in the OVC, ran
into some difficulty last week
against Tech’s No. 2 rated rush
defense as the Panthers were held
to 60 yards on the ground. South-
east Missouri is looking to stop
Eastern’s run game like Tech did.
“It’s going to be
a great rushing
offense against a
great rushing
defense,” Mumford
said. “I hope we
can do as well as
Tech did, but I
don’t know if we can.
“We’ve got to stop the Eastern
run and our offense has to keep
the Eastern offense off the field,”
Mumford said.
However, keeping the Panther
offense off the field will require
the Indian offense to control the
tempo, which is not an easy task,
according to Mumford.
“The Eastern defense is very,
very tough, which makes it tough
on our offense,” he said. “If
Eastern has our defense out there
all day, it’s going to be a long
game.”
Heading up the Indian defense
will be senior defensive lineman
Angel Rubio, as he leads the team
in tackles with 46 – 11 of those
for a loss. He also chips in two
sacks for the season.
Junior cornerback Fred
Hambrick leads the team in inter-
ceptions with three and will be
looking to increase that total
against Eastern, but Mumford
said that is not an easy task.
“Mike Simpson is probably the
best quarterback in the league,”
he said. “We have to be very dis-
ciplined on the play action pass-
Southeast next challenge for gridders
By BOB MOSCHEL
Staff writer
Eastern women’s soccer team
will travel to Saint Louis
University (5-2-1) tonight at 7 p.m.
in a non-conference battle. The
Lady Panthers will look to defend
their 5-4 rec-
ord against the
Billiken team.
“This is
going to be a
good game,
but real tough.
We are going
to have to
come out
ready to play
this team,”
said junior defensive player Diane
Markus.
The Lady Panthers are matched
in the 10th non-conference game
this year as they have not played a
conference opponent yet.
Sparked by three wins in the last
three games, the Lady Panthers
come into the game hoping to keep
their streak alive and curb the Saint
Louis vendetta.
“Eastern Illinois is one of the
tougher non-conference teams we
play and they beat us (at
Charleston) last year. That contest
will be a sort of measuring stick to
see how we have improved from
last year,” said Billikens’ head
coach Tim Champion.
In Charleston, last fall, Eastern
defeated the Billikens in a 3-2
overtime victory. Beth Aussin
(then a sophomore) scored the goal
to end the game.
Junior midfielder Heather Ory
will lead the Lady Panthers against
St. Louis as she has five goals this
season.
Junior forward Tracie Strother
has three goals in 26 shots and five
assists. Markus has four goals,
Eastern to
put streak
on the line
See SOUTHEAST page 9
One of the transfers that Lady Panther
head coach Steve Ballard lured to Eastern is
having an impact on the team. Sophomore
goalie Jessica Graczyk played in all three
Eastern victories this week, and did not allow
a goal to get past her.
For her efforts, the transfer
from Missouri was named
the Missouri Valley
Conference Defensive Player
of the Week. She played in
246 minutes last week,
including starting in 4-1 vic-
tory over Wisconsin-Green
Bay on Friday and the 1-0
shutout at Memphis on Sunday. 
“She played very well in goal for us, she
didn’t give up any goals in the parts of the
game she was in,” Ballard said. “It wasn’t
just an individual effort, the defense played
great in front of her, it was a team effort.”
She came away with 15 saves for the
week. Four of the saves came in the overtime
period of the 3-2 victory over Loyola. 
Lady Panther 
saves her way
to recognition
Soccer
notebook
See LADY page 11
See STREAK page 11
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
It will be a battle of the beaten in Chicago
today as the Eastern men’s soccer team will
play the Golden Eagles of Northeastern
Illinois at 3 p.m. 
The Golden Eagles come into the game 0-
10 for 1997.
The Panthers enter the game on a nine-
game losing slide. Eastern will attempt to
keep its losing streak from reaching double
digits as they are fresh off their first blowout
loss of the season, 4-0 to the Falcons of
Bowling Green.
Freshman midfielder Scott Anderson said
the team is trying move on after the Bowling
Green game.
“I think we’re just trying to forget that
game,” he said. “We’re just trying to put that
behind us and get our first win.”
Eastern head coach Tim McClements said
this is a game the Panthers have to win.
The Golden Eagle offense has been miss-
ing this season. Though Northeastern has had
as many as 26 shots in a game, they are aver-
aging just under 10 shots per game. The
opposition is averaging just over 28 shots per
game.
Northeastern has been outscored 35-6 in
10 games.
Eastern hasn’t been tearing up the back of
the net either. The Panthers are still outshoot-
ing the opposition by an even dozen this sea-
son, 122-110, but have also managed only six
goals. The Panthers have been outscored 20-
6.
Last year the two teams met in the
Panthers first game of the season. Eastern
defeated the visiting Golden Eagles 3-1 in
overtime.
The Panther front runners will look to snap
their scoring slump against sophomore goal-
keeper Matt Malek. Malek has handled all
the action in the net for Northeastern, with a
3.5 goals against average and .771 save per-
centage. He has been forced to make 118
saves on 273 shots.
Leading the Golden Eagle attack is fresh-
men midfielder Randy Jewett. He has scored
two of Northeastern’s goals and leads the
team with four points. Senior forward James
Fernando is the next threat in the
Northeastern line-up with three points on a
Something has to give
Northeastern
enters at 0-10,
Panthers 0-9
See SOMETHING page 10
Beth Aussin
By JASON COLET
Staff writer
The Lady Panther volleyball team fell
victim to another Ohio Valley Conference
foe, this time in Southeast Missouri State.
The Othakians defeated Eastern in five
games, 12-15, 15-8, 16-14, 11-15, 11-15,
which moved the Lady Panthers’ confer-
ence record to 2-3.
“It was a well played match,” head
coach Betty Ralston said. “We definitely
had our chances.”
“It’s the same old thing,” she said about
losing in five games. “We really need to
pull the fourth game out and start winning
in four.”
Ralston is disappointed that the Lady
Panthers were behind most of the fourth
game.
“(We were) behind 5-8 then 8-11 and
then they would surge ahead at the end.”
Despite consistently losing in five
games, Ralston has not given up hope for
a good conference finish.
“We’ll regroup,” she said. “We have
two this weekend to pick up a couple of
wins.”
Eastern ran a 6-2 offense against the
Lady Othakians. In this form, sophomore
Cari Stuchly saw a lot of action as the set-
ter. She gathered one more assist than
senior setter Kara Harper.
Harper finished with 28 sets and
Stuchly came in with 29.
Senior middle hitter Lorri Sommer set
her third 20 dig/20 kill match by nabbing
24 kills and 20 digs. Senior middle hitter
Monica Shrader put in a positive perfor-
mance on both sides of the net, as she
recorded 16 kills, 22 digs and five blocks,
two of them being solos.
Lindsey Celba, a senior outside hitter,
led the Lady Panthers in digs with 27,
only four away from a spot on the record
list.
Sommer had a season high hitting per-
centage with her .413 accuracy. The team
however, averaged a .147 percent, having
only five players land more kills than
errors.
The Lady Panthers will end their busiest
stretch of the season this weekend when
they will play Tennessee Martin at 7:00 on
Friday, and then travel to Murray State on
Saturday.
Friday’s match will be Ralston’s 500th
in her career at Eastern and this weekend’s
action will cap off an 11 match series in
only 15 days for the busy Lady Panthers.
